Complementary parameter for dialysis monitoring based on UV absorbance.
An optical on-line monitoring system aimed at the estimation of dialysis dose has been tested clinically. The natural logarithmic slope is used to calculate Kt/V(urea) from ultraviolet (UV)-absorbance measurements. Errors in the calculation of Kt/V(urea) may appear due to changes in blood and dialysate flow or due to disturbances when the slope is used to estimate dialysis dose. This study introduces a new parameter for dialysis monitoring that may be used as a complementary parameter, the area under UV-absorbance curve (AUCa), to reflect a total solute removal during dialysis. The aim was to investigate the relationship between this new dialysis on-line monitoring parameter, AUCa, and the total removal of a few solutes. Fifteen patients were monitored during hemodialysis using UV absorbance at the wavelength of 297 nm. All spent dialysate passed through a flow cuvette in a spectrophotometer and then further to a collection tank where solute concentrations in the entire spent dialysate were determined. The AUCa at 297 nm was compared with the total amount of removed solute in the tank (reference method). The result shows strong correlations between AUCa and the total removal of urea, urate, creatinine, and phosphate during a given treatment and less strong correlation in all 15 patients together. A first indication of a new, possible, complementary parameter in hemodialysis treatment is presented, the AUCa, prospected to estimate solute removal.